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1. I'ntr6 duction
'

-

- This report describes the methodology adopted by Duke Power Company for the
physics analysis of the McGuire and Catawba nuclear reactors. The physics
analysis (also referred to as the nuclear design process in the topical
report) is intended to determine the values of safety related parameters
including those describing the core power distribution, reactivity worths

_

and coefficients, and the reactor kinetics characteristics. These values

of the physics parameters are then intended to serve as input to the reload
safety analysis.

2. Sumary of Report

Inthismethodologythemaincomputationaltoo}susedforthephysicsanalysis
are the EPRI-ARMP code system, and the CASMO-2 code. The fuel performance
codes COMETHE-IIIK and TACO-2 are used for fuel performance analyses. CASM0-2,

using a processed version of the ENDF/B-3 library in either 69 or 25 groups,
and EPRI-CELL, using a 97-group library derived from ENDF/B-4, are used for
cross section generation. Strong absorbers are modeled with CASMO-2, and
equivalent diffusion theory parameters are generated by matching reaction

s
rates calculated with CASM0-2 and PDQ07. An assembly colorset PDQ07 model is

used to generate k =ar.d M data for the EFRI-N0DE-P 3-D simulator, while a
quarter core PDQ07 model is used for the calculation of x-y power distributions,
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control bank worths, boron and xenon worths, and temperature coefficients.
The NODE-P model is used -for 3-D power distributions, ejected rod worths,
differential rod worths, and xenon transient calculations.

The report describes the procedures used to calculate integral and differential
control rod worths, shutdown margins, ejected and dropped rod worths, trip
reactivity, critical boron concentrations, boron worth, xenon worth, reactivity
coefficients, kinetics parameters,- radial power peaking, and local power
peaking. Measured parameters for the first cycles of McGuire Units 1 and 2,
and Sequoyah Unit I have been compared with calculated values. Measured and

calculated power distributions have been analyzed statistically and 95/95
Observed Nuclear Reliability Factors (ONRF) have been extracted.

- -,_

3. Summary of Evaluation
-

The nuclear physics methodology described in Topical Report DPC-NF-2010 is
~

the first part of a reload safety evaluation methodology to be submitted by
the licensee, which is expected'to also include fuel performance analysis,
thennal-hydraulics analysis and transient and accident analysis. The licensee

.

has indicated that this reload methodology will include Reload Safety Analysis
Checklist (RSAC) comparisons which will be submitted first in collaboration
with the fuel vendor, and later independently by the licensee. The licensee
has also indicated that a 3-D Power Peaking Analysis will be submitted
separately and, consequently, Sections 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4 and 7.4.1 will be -

'

reviewed after this analysis has been submitted. Although the application
of the physics parameters has been briefly discussed in Section 6.3, the

, systematic application of safety related physics parameters for reload
safety evaluation is outside the scope of the methodology described in the
topical report and, consequently, has also been excluded from this review.
The focus of the present evaluation has been on the adequacy of the
methodology for calculating safety related physics parameters for use in
reload safety analyses. The reload design methods are discussed in the
following sections.
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A. Nuclear Code System and Calculational Procedures

The Duke Power nuclear methodology is based on the well known and benchmarked

EPRI-ARMP system, CASM0-2 and PD007 codes. Additionally, the use of a similar
6

system of nuclear codes has been approved by the NRC for use by Duke Power in
7

the design of reload cores for the Oconee Nuclear Station. The fuel perfor-
mance codes COMETHE-IIIK and TACO-2, which are used for generating fuel

properties related input data for the nuclear codes, are also well known and,-

widely used in the industry. The cross section libraries used with EPRI-CELL-

and CASM0-2 have been derived from either the ENDF/B-3 or the ENDF/B-4 library,

and contain a sufficiently detailed energy structure to enable an accurate
*

determination of safety related physics parameters. EPRI recomended
8

procedures are followed in the use of the nuclear code system. A sufficient
number,of branch calculations are performed with the PDQ07 colorset model (both at

_

~beginning of life (BOL) and at selected burnup points, varying moderator and fuel
- temperatse, soluble boron concentration, control rod insertion and xenon

~

concentration) to allow proper determination of boron, xenon, Doppler and
control rod worths and the relevant reactivity coefficients " Sufficiently

small steps are taken during the depletion calculations with the quarter core ,

PDQ07 model to properly account for the effects of exposure. Measured values
of critical boron concentrations, control rod worths, ejected rod worths, and
isothermal temperature coefficients for Cycle 1 of both McGuire Unit 1 and
Unit 2 have been compared with predictions. The measured critical boron
concentrations are reproduced to within about 60 ppm with a standard deviation
of a' bout 15 ppm. Control rod bank worths are reproduced with a standard
deviation of less than 8%. The isothermal temperatura coefficients are
reproduced to within about 5 pcm/'F, with a standard deviation of 1.87 pcm/ F.
The quality of agreement between measured and predicted values of these
physics parameters is acceptable provided the uncertainties are properly
considered in the safety analysis.

B. Safety Related Parameters and Their Application

Calculation and application of the safety related physics parameters are
described in chapter 6 of the report. A list of selected reload safety
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related physics parameters is given in Table 6-1. It should be noted however,
that parameters such as fuel temperature, fuel rod pressure, core DNB limits,
fuel census data, maximum critical boron concentration, maximum shutdown

boron concentration, which are used in the reload safety analyses of
Westinghouse reactors' , do not appear in Table 6-1. The criteria for
evaluating the safety of a reload core design are not specified in sufficient
detail. Duke Power should include this information in future topical reports.

C. Kinetics Parameters

Kinetics parameters a're calculated using PDQ07 and the DELAY code. The
calculated kinetics parameters include the six group delayed neutron fractions
and effective yields, the total effective delayed neutron fraction, the prompt
neutro^n generation time, and re' activity versus positive and negative doubling-

._ time. -PDQ07 is used to obtain spatially averaged isotopic fission rates as a
function of burnup, and DELAY is used to calculate kinetics parameters and to
relate the reactor period to the inserted reactivity. The kinetics parameters

~are generated for both beginning of cycle (B0C) hot zero power (HZP) and hot
full power (HFP) conditions with all rods out (ARO). A second set of delayed '

neutron parameters is generated for end of cycle (E0C).

The codes and methodology employed for the determination of these parameters
Ihave been previously reviewed and approved by the staff.

.

D. -Radial Local Power Peaking Analysis
,

A quadrant symmetric EPRI-NODE model is used to calculate nodal power distri -
butions. A full core EPRI-NODE model is used to evaluate non-symetric power

' distributions such as those encountered in the dropped rod configuration.
The. nodal powers are multiplied by the corresponding assembly radial local
factor to yield the calculated total peaking factor:

C Node
F q , .g,x g p x Rg , g

Nodewhere RL is the radial local factor for assembly t , and F is the nodalg h
:
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power calculated at the axial location i for the assembly t. The reliability
R

factor for F , Fg , is calculated such that 95% of the calculated powers willq
be greater than the measured powers at a confidence level of 95%. Applying an

E

additional multipi er, Fg , to account for manufacturing tolerance, the total
peaking factor, F is defined asq

T R cp xF xF (2)F ,

g q q q.

Duke Power Company has presented comparisons between PD007 and CASM0-2 pre-

dictions of pin powers for 10 fuel assemblies at HFP, BOL, and no xenon

In tddition, measured pin powers 1,n cold critical assemblies haveconditions.
been compared to PDQ07 predictions in two cases None of the measured or.

calculated lattices had any con, trol rods inserted. On the basis of these
results, Duke Power concluded that the PDQ07 prediction of the peak pin power
is always conservative with respect to CASM0-2 calculations and to measurement;-

therefore, no uncertainty in the calculated radial local power is required.
In response to a request for additional information, Duke Power has provided (1)
results from two cold critical measurements that Duke Power made as prime

,

contractor to DOE (Report DOE /ET/34212-41) and (2) a comprehensive solution to

a standard problem recently developed at BNL to evaluate calculations of
typical PWR fuel assemblies. The thorough and detailed nature of the solution,
-supplied in a relatively short period of time, is clearly an indication of the
resources available to Duke Power in making physics calculations and their

'

familiarity wtO the methods and procedures applicable in these analyses.
.

Comparison af EPRI-CELL /PDQ07 predictions of peak pin powers to measurements

for the two criticals in the DOE study show that the EPRI-CELL /PDQ07
predictions of peak pin power are conservative by -1%. Duke Power believes

that the overprediction of pin powers near the water holes is attributable
to the use of Mixed Number Density (MND) thermal cross sections. It should
be noted, however, that the use of MND cross sections does not necessarily
lead to an overprediction of peak pin powersE Comparison of the Duke Power

solution to the standard problem with the benchmark solutions shows that at
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BOL the Duke Power methods do indeed overpredict the peak pin power by just
over 1%. However, the Duke Power methods underpredict the peak pin power by
approximately 1% at 40,000 MWD /MTU with the " cross over" occurring smoothly
at approximately 15,000 MWD /MTU. The Duke Power predictions are expected

to have a similar exposure dependence relative to measurement. Any
conservatism that might be present in the methodology used by Duke Power at
BOL is not expected to persist at all exposures.

The basic methods used by Duke Power to calculate local radial peaking factors
are in wide use, and the uncertainties associated with them have been

12,13
published. A review of the literature indicates that the appropriate
uncertainty is a standard deviation cf 2% between measured local radial power
peakin,g factors and those calculated with a fine mesh diffusion theory code.

_

In an amendment to DPC-NF-2010 Duke Power has accounted for a 2% uncertainty
- in the calculation of the local peaking factor. The corresponding revised

Rvalues of Fg andFhH are discussed in Section 3F.

E. Assembly Axial Power Analysis

The EPRI-N0DE-P model with 12 axial nodes underpredicts the axial power peaking
by an average of 2.2%. This deficiency of the model has been discussed with
the licensee, who has noted that the agreement of n;odel prediction to
measurement is improved if (1) the number of axial nodes is increased from 12
to 18, and (2) the rodded M is linearly adjusted according to the control
fraction in the node. Despite the underprediction of the axial peaking using

Tthe EPRI-N0DE-P model with 12 axial nodes, the total peaking factor F g
(Equation 2) is not underestimated since the observed nuclear relisbility

R
factor (ONRF),F n, accounts for the bias between measurement and prediction.

While the 12 node model is acceptable, it is recomended that the Duke Power
Company use the EPRI-NODE-P model with 18 axial nodes per assembly in all

calculations. The enhanced accuracy of the model will improve the representa-
tion of non-uniform axial effects in the fuel assemblies.

6
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F. Statistical Analysis

In deriving the calculational Jncertainty of the models, the difference
between measured a'd calculated power peaking factors has been assumed to be

a normally distrib;ted random variable. The D' Test has been applied to the
difference distributions to establish their normality. The one-sided upper
tolerance limit (OSUTL) on the difference variable, D, is

OSUTL(D) D+KxS(D), (3)=

where T is the mean value of the difference variable,'S(D) is the standard
deviation, and K is the (sample size dependent) one-sided tolerance factor
for the 95% probability at the 95% confidence level.

- ._

Using Equation (3), an upper limit to the calculated parameter can be defined
_

as

UL(C) h-T+KxS(D), (4)=

where 5 is the mean of the measured variable. Finally, the observed nuclear
reliability factor (ONRF) is defined

UL(C)/R. (5)ONRF =

,

Utilizing 1038 observations (i.e., comparisons between measurements and
R

predictions), the assembly peak axial ONRF (Fg ) has been determined by Duke
Power to be 1.058, using the valui.s; E = 1.375,1 =-0.031, S (D) = 0.028 and
K = 1.7259.

RAs noted in Section 3D, this value of F assumes that there is no uncertaintyg
in the calculation of the local power peaking factor. If, as indicated in

reference 14, a fractional uncertainty of .02 is assumed for the local peaking,
then by statistically combining the uncertainties for manufacturing tolerance
(.03), assembly axial peaking (0.035), and local peaking (.02) the following
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SCUF
reliability factor for the total peaking, F , is obtainedg

SCUF

F = 1 + ( .031/1.375) + [( .03f + ( .035)* + ( .02) 2 1/2 = 1.073. (6)3q

R
The corresponding Duke Power analysis for the radial ONRF (Fg ) using E =
1.131, D = 0.002, S(D) = 0.02 and K = 1.7343 (846 Observations) results in

SCUF
R

anONRF(Fg ) of 1.029. As in the case of the F , combining the uncertaintiesg
due to manufacturing tolerance (.03), the radial assembly peaking (.03) and
the radial local peaking (.02) yields

- *--

SCUF 2 2 2__

g , = 1 + [(.03) + (.03) + (.02) ]1/2 = 1.047. (7)F

SCUF SCUF
These values for F and F include a 2% allowance for uncertainty in theg AH

calculation of the local peaking factor and are acceptable.

4. CONC,ULSION

The Duke Power Company Topical Report on Nuclear Physics Methodology for
Reload Design (DPC-NR-2010) has been reviewed. As' nc^ed in Section 3 above,

Sections 6.3, 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, 7.4, and 7.4.1 of the Topical Report were
excluded from this evaluation.

Apart from these exclusions the methodology described in DPC-NF-2010 and

modified in Reference 14 is found to be acceptable for referencing in licensing
documents for the McGuire and Catawba Nuclear Stations.
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